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The Artist
Tatsuro Kojima was born in 1977. His base is Japan. His work has been included on albums
of multiple artists. He has collaborated with artists and labels in Japan, Poland, England,
and other countries. He is also active in web design, graphic design, and mobile app
development.

The Album
The songs on 16g were composed between 2009 and 2011. Each CD comes in a unique
package including an individual cover photograph by the artist. A duplicate photograph is
matched inside the digipak with a signed and personalised message from Tatsuro. No two
packs or messages are the same – they reflect the changing nature of listening experience
as sound is recontextualised with every listen.
The artist recorded the album's environmental sounds in the field steps crunching on ice or
snow, and other sounds. Throughout, the album strives to evoke the feel and sensation of
paper-thin ice or richly-coloured, yet transparent air.
In the making of this album, I'm indebted to Masahiro Araki, who forgives everything, as
well as to Aya Fukaya, for lending me her beautiful voice. I'm also grateful to my fans
everywhere - in Japan, Poland, France, Sweden, England, and other countries - the people
who continuously support me, the people who give me courage, and lastly the love of my
life, who is always there to prevent my becoming a hermit in my room, and who inspires
countless new and beautiful feelings. Thank you so much.
Track listing
01. 0002
02. Hidden
03. Composition3
04. 16g
05. Out Noise

06. 0818
07. 0504
08. Room
09. Inside and Outside
10. 043 fredricson mix
11. Composition6

Credits: 043 fredricson mix: mixed by fredricson | Out Noise: voice performance by Aya
Fukaya | Composition: Tatsuro Kojima | Artwork: Tatsuro Kojima | Photography: Masahiro
Araki.
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